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Abstract. The paper considers an innovative approach to life-cycle management of transportation-logistical infrastructure, basing on proactive management concept. It recommends new processes, providing for sustainability and adaptation of complex organisational-technical objects in digital transformation of Industry 4.0. Highly-effective infrastructure is based on coordinated interaction of enterprises at different stages of the life-cycle «design – operation – monitoring and correction».

1 Introduction

The basis of assessing efficiency of infrastructure in the new technological paradigm is a new criteria – that is providing for adaptivity of transportation system and its infrastructure. The prevailing model of innovative economy of the XXI century states are complex organisational-technical objects (COTOs), oriented towards combination of informational technologies and integrated models of life-cycle of different systems of an enterprise [7].

Traditional (functional) logistics, dealing with placement of production, warehouses, customers and modeling supply chains with the aim of optimizing costs and order time, in modern conditions implies refocusing to adaptive-digital methods. A new approach is required, the one based on the system mechanism of integrated management not only in supply chains, but also that of processes in an enterprise basing on the interaction of intelligent and the Internet technologies (the Internet-of-things type)

2 Material and Methods

The systems, means and complexes used are usually characterized by multi-dimensionality, multi-structuralism, indefiniteness of functioning, hierarchy, excessive elements and connections, variety of implementing functions and processes and mobility of components. Higher complexity of the existing COTOs requires more controlled parameters charactering functioning processes. Research and practical experience show that managerial delays and mistakes as well as incorrect process monitoring can lead to serious negative consequences. All of this largely depends on the level of sustainability of logistical processes, which provide for the efficiency of the main elements of the system (production) for the whole life-cycle of both the production and infrastructure. [1-5].
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In modern conditions the infrastructure of the life-cycle of transportation-logistics system can provide for conditions of innovative development, forming the demand for robot-oriented loading and transportation equipment and modern technological solutions, including logistic engineering and transport construction.

For example, it is impossible to imagine system approach implementation at railway transport without logistic engineering in warehousing, commercial operation Effective functioning of any system requires integration, which will define interaction of different companies, logistic operators in the common system passenger and freight services (fig. 1), and the possible changes of each element (network configuration, rolling-stock type, transport mode) should be considered in connection with other transport modes [6].

![Fig. 1. Freight services of JSC Russian Railways.](image)

It is important to bear in mind that lack of resources (caused by a number of objective and subjective reasons) makes it impossible to keep up the required operational level of modern COTOs, which are to be usable in cases of faults, accidents and disasters and thus are to be sustainable. For this purpose it is possible to recommend new methods of proactive management, which are accompanied by intentional reconfiguration of COTOs and provide a complex system forecast and higher efficiency, basing on a large array of electronic data. Proactive management connects a physical object (infrastructure) with COTO’s life-cycle processes by means of digital information-communication technologies (ICT) [7].

Proactive COTO infrastructure management unlike traditionally used reactive management (aimed at operative reaction and further avoidance of incidents) implies prevention of incidents basing on creating in a monitoring and managerial system principally new forecasting and preventing opportunities in formation and implementation of managerial activities basing on system (complex) modelling [8-10].

Now there are various types of organizing proactive monitoring and COTO management, including proactive technologies of managing structural dynamics of managing the objects concerned. These technologies include: changing ways and aims of COTO functioning, their content, operational sequence in various conditions, relocating elements and subsystems of COTOs, redistribution and decentralization of functions, tasks, management algorithms, information flows between COTO levels, using flexible (shortcut) technologies of COTO management, structural reconfiguration of COTOs in case of degradation [11,12].
3 Theoretical approach and implementation

Proactive (preventive) monitoring and management technologies in a COTO can be considered as prospective technologies in managing complexity of compound systems (transportation-logistic objects), thanks to which the objects remain sustainably operational at carrying out tasks in the forecast conditions to the required degree.

Modern development of international transportation and progressive transportation-logistics technologies implies using several transport modes with its interaction with different life-cycle stages, that characterizes a transport system as capable of effective cooperation due to geographical and functional diversification and autonomy of separate supply chain stages. Introduction of modern technologies, including new through digital technologies in the near future will be aimed not only a cutting costs, increasing reliability and safety of all stages, but also at mobile compatibility of transportation life-cycle processes.

High efficiency of transport is directly linked to both structure (processes) of enterprises, and the equipment and production assets used, which are employed at different life-cycle stages of systems. All this increases complexity of COTOs, which include transportation and transportation-logistics services. [13,14].

Each transportation-logistics system is based not only o using new transportation technologies at a single enterprise of a network, dealing with receiving, handling and delivery to the final customer, but also on the creation of numerous models of sustainable interaction life-cycle. Integration of transportation-logistics processes and production assets included into infrastructure (terminals, warehouses, lifting and transportation equipment, rolling-stock, etc) provides for higher growth of the productivity of the whole system, and not single employees and workstations.

Thus methodology, technological solutions and tools of organizational interaction based on proactive management should be based on integrated new generation transportation-logistic systems (ITLS) combining subsystems of transportation-logistics services, supply stages and provide sustainability and client orientation at a more efficient level. That is one of the priorities of cyber-physical systems, provided for in the strategy of the industry 4.0 [15,16].

The formation and introduction of high-quality and complex system of freight handling based on the integration of transport network members is to be based on adaptivity, safety and sustainability. A highly-effective ITLS is based on coordination and interaction of enterprises at the life-cycle stages “design – operation- operational control – check-up and correction – management system monitoring”. This framework forms the life-cycle processes of proactive management. This direction is aimed at providing not only sustainability of transport, but also competitive infrastructure of Russian national economy. Possibly types of COTO stages based on structural dynamics methodology are presented in figure 2.

Thus, a task is set and solved not only to cut expenses at each stage of a supply chain, but also to carry out a complex assessment of transportation-logistics infrastructure. Due to this a balance should be found between stability (equilibrium) and reconfiguration of processes between different life-cycle models shown in figure 2 [17].

New technological framework known as Industry 4.0 provides for further integration of a network of machines that will be able to autonomously change production patterns, keeping up high efficiency. The increased integration of «intelligent» works into industrial and transport infrastructure will mean much lower energy consumption and higher labour productivity.

The creation of digital technologies M2M (Machine-to-Machine) and IoT (Internet of Things) will enable logistic companies to develop supply chain management systems and enterprise management systems via machine interaction technologies [18]. M2M-technology
enables a remote device to transmit to the data processing centre the data about a monitored object – COTO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure types</th>
<th>j-th level of ITLS and FMIS</th>
<th>The diagram of structural changes in ITLS and FMIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure types</td>
<td>$S_{1}^{(j)}$</td>
<td>$S_{2}^{(j)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topological structure</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological structure</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical structure</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software and mathematical provision structure</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information provision structure</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational structure</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2.** Structure types in structure dynamics.

**4 Results and Discussion**

However, the main challenge is not to increase information volume and automation via cyber-physical (robot-oriented) systems, but to form the management of self-governance, which is the most effective way to resist uncertainty (risks) of the environment, to support COTO’s structures and functions in new models of life-cycle management. That is why the priority directions in digital transformation of the IT sphere are the strategy of adaptive and proactive systems, adaptive management and adaptive enterprise [19]. The priority of the range of tools in such systems and enterprises is improving the life-cycle management processes. Under these conditions the efficiency will first of all depend on its success in developing innovative technologies and adaptive enterprises (figure 3).

**Fig. 3.** Infrastructure equipment life-cycle transformation.
5 Conclusion

Thus, when considering the problem of transformation of integrated transportation-logistical systems in to “digital” industry, it is necessary to create a new image and features of ITLS, which should comply with global changes taking place in the modern world, based on the Industry 4.0 strategy and proactive management. It will create the conditions for adapting transportation-logistical infrastructure to the modern service-oriented sphere of the Russian economy.

New COTO-forming principles should be aimed at national security and sustainable transport development. The priority among business models of “knowledge economy” and logistical technologies should go to ITLS life-cycle management models with a long timeline. One of the main ideas of life-cycle management systems in effective use of consistent system presentation and its environment in initially incompatible organizational-technical systems of «larger organization».
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